We always recommend framing the couple with focal pieces that can be easily moved and repurposed during the night.

Many brides are eco-conscious and are thinking of future generations. We always want to source local and recommend reusing items on the wedding day. One of the easiest ways to do this is repurposing the bridesmaids bouquets as centerpieces. We choose a colored glass vase, and once the bouquets are dropped in, it’s as if the flowers have been there all night long!” - Gayla Harvey, Senior Wedding & Event Designer, Tiger Lily Florist

Let’s talk Flowers! Harvey suggests “White hydrangeas, white garden roses, round fluffy large blooms to create that romantic elegant bouquet.”

Colonial Ballroom

The Colonial Ballroom is the original dining room of the hotel located just off the grand lobby. Some noteworthy features of this ballroom are the eight expansive Palladian windows overlooking Marion Square Park, offering natural light, and a striking fireplace with ornamental furnishings. Occupancy: 200 seated dinner | 250 reception style